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ABSTRACT

Listeners integrate multidimensional cues (e.g.,
spectral shape) during pitch processing in both
speech and music. While prior works have shown
that this effect applies to tonal and non-tonal
speakers, it remains unclear whether listeners’ pitch
processing strategies differ on different linguistic
levels (e.g. tone vs intonation). Furthermore,
work has yet to show whether differences in pitch
processing lie between natural (both speech and
music) vs artificial sounds, or speech vs non-
speech sounds. A pitch classification experiment
investigated these questions. Listeners were either
English or Cantonese speakers listening to stimuli
modeled after Cantonese prosody, or English
speakers listening to comparable violin stimuli.
Results show that all participants integrate spectral
cues in pitch perception. However, the effect of
musicality on shift but not categoricity differed
between Cantonese and English speech conditions.
Overall results suggest shared pitch processing for
speech and music.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Listeners rely on pitch in both linguistic (e.g.
tone, lexical stress, phrasal prosody and intonation)
and musical contexts (e.g. melody, harmony).
Although fundamental frequency, F0, is understood
as an important acoustic property of pitch, various
works have shown that pitch perception is driven
by multidimensional cues, such as timbral cues in
music [1, 2, 3] or spectral slope cues in speech
[4, 5, 6], intensity [7].

One core question of the present work is at
what level of processing cue integration happens.
For example, while work comparing speech and
non-speech has shown that integrate spectral slope
cues in both sawtooth and speech sounds, listeners
are more sensitive to relative differences between
spectral slope cues in speech but not non-speech [6].

In other studies focusing on music only, listeners
were also found to integrate timbral cues, though
works have tended to focus on fully instrumental
comparisons [8, 9] or artificially synthesized stimuli
[1, 2, 3], none of which have been directly
comparable to speech.

Apart from speech vs non-speech, another
question within speech is whether there is a
processing difference between linguistic vs
non-linguistic levels of processing. Prior work
on integration comparing speakers’ language
backgrounds have not found language effects,
regardless of whether speakers speak a tonal or non-
tonal language [4], or a tonal language with multiple
pitch height contrasts [10]. Furthermore, [11] has
found that Cantonese participants integrate gender
cues to the same extent with respect to lexical tones,
though Cantonese musicians and non-musicians
process pitch differently when listening to non-
linguistic vocalization. We therefore speculate
that the degree to which pitch is phonologically
defined or specified may affect the extent of cue
integration in pitch perception. In other words,
when a “speech” mode encompasses both linguistic
and non-linguistic speech, it is unclear whether the
processing of such “language mode” differs from
non-linguistic speech.

On a broader view, differences in processing
may also potentially lie in natural vs artificial
sounds. While [6] has shown that listeners process
speech sounds differently from sawtooth sounds,
it remains unclear whether this effect is due to
sawtooth sounds not evoking a “speech mode”, or
because sawtooth sounds are not naturally occurring
at all. In this study, we seek to compare speech
sounds with violin-sounding stimuli. This is because
violin sounds also contrast in “voice quality” with
sul ponticello and sul tasto (playing closer to vs
away from the bridge) resulting in differences in
spectral slope. These sounds are comparable to
“tenser” and “breathier” sounding voicing in speech
respectively. Since bowed instruments like the
violin are fixed-formant instruments with a clear F1
and F2 structure, it is directly comparable to speech
with a stable vowel. The use of violin stimuli would
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therefore allow us to compare speech vs non-speech,
using stimuli that are still natural sounding.

We seek to answer the following questions: First,
whether linguistic structure affects listeners’ degree
of cue integration in pitch perception. While
prior work has shown that listeners’ experience
with tonal languages does not have effects on cue
integration [6, 4, 10], it remains unclear whether
the prosodic structure of the stimuli plays a role.
Specifically, since previous work included stimuli
modeled off English prosody, it is possible that,
for Mandarin and Cantonese listeners, the stimuli
based on foreign prosody do not trigger listeners’
“linguistic mode” thereby dampening potential
language effects. Therefore, in this study, we
test whether the effect is transferable to stimuli
of a syllable-timed prosodic structure that could
be mapped to tonal categories that may affect
listeners’ pitch perception strategies. Second,
whether musical stimuli showing within-instrument
differences are as integrative as speech. And
third, as various works have shown that listeners’
musical competence affects pitch processing in both
linguistic [12, 13, 14, 15] and non-linguistic tasks
[16, 17] as well as integration strategies [4], we
also test whether the effects of musicality remain
across both languages and modalities. A pitch
classification experiment was performed to test these
questions.

2. METHODS

A total of 183 participants participated in a pitch
classification experiment. 88 were native English
speakers, 47 of which participated in the speech
condition, 41 of which participated in the music
condition. 95 participants were native Cantonese
speakers and participated in the speech condition.

2.1. Pitch classification experiment

To test whether listeners of different backgrounds
integrate spectral cues in pitch perception differently
in speech and music modalities, a pitch classification
experiment following the methods in [6] was
done. Stimuli involving two pitch contours were
resynthesized from a native Cantonese female
talker’s production of the pseudoword "ma-ma-ma",
or from a violin’s recording of the note sequence G3
(196 Hz), D4 (294 Hz), G3 (196 Hz). Unlike the
stimuli in [6], the production of the pseudoword was
in Cantonese T4-T1-T4 (low falling - high level -
low falling, as in 麻媽麻 ) tones, which matched
closely to the pitch interval of the violin note
sequence. By extension, the tempo of our current

stimuli includes three syllables being comparably
long in duration, contrasting stimuli from [6] where
lexical stress in the second syllable is significantly
longer than the first and third unstressed syllables.
Both recordings were made in the same recording
environment and were around 700 ms.

Resynthesis was done in Praat, where the
recordings were first normalized to 700 ms. The
pitch tier from the Violin recording was extracted.
It was then hand-corrected to smooth out transitions
between notes, and to create a little pitch declination
on the two G3 notes, referencing the low falling tone
regions of the Cantonese recordings. An eleven-
step continuum, each 0.35 semitones apart, was then
created based on the manipulated pitch tier. Step
6 corresponded to the original pitch, and steps 1-
5 were lower in F0, while steps 7-11 were higher
in F0. Each stimulus consisted of two pitch peaks
(in other words, 6 syllables, or 6 violin notes).
The first pitch peak has a consistent F0 range, and
only included the pitch peak at Step 6; the second
pitch peak included pitch peaks from the 11-step
continuum.

Spectral slopes of the sound sources were
manipulated by inverse filtering of an LPC (burg)
object in Praat, after resampling both sound files
to 20k Hz. The original sound source was used
as the “tenser” voice quality stimuli source, and a
“breathier” version of the sound source was created
by using the Filter (de-emphasis) command, which
decreases the spectral slope by 6 dB/octave. The
pitch tiers were then replaced by the manipulated
pitch tiers described above, and the stimuli were
filtered using the original LPC objects of the speech
and violin recordings. The manipulated pitch peaks
were then concatenated with the baseline (step 6)
pitch peak in all “tenser” or “breathier” spectral
slope permutations (TB, BT, TT, BB). A 500 ms gap
was created between the two pitch peaks to avoid
listeners comparing the last note of the first peak and
the first note of the second peak, instead of listening
to the overall contour. 88 stimuli were created in
total (2 sources (speech/violin) x 4 spectral slope
permutations x 1 baseline F0 x 11 F0 steps.)

Participants completed the experiment using
Qualtrics. Cantonese-speaking participants only
completed the speech condition, and English
participants completed either the speech or the
violin condition. A between-subject design was
used to avoid training effects and to allow for
sufficient repetitions of trials. Listeners listened
to one concatenated pitch peak pair per trial and
were asked to judge whether the second pitch peak
was higher in pitch than the first. For English-
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speaking participants, each stimulus was repeated
5 times; and for Cantonese-speaking participants,
each stimulus was repeated 3 times. All trials were
randomized.

To quantify participants’ cue integration extents,
a categoricity and a shift score were calculated per
participant. The categoricity score was calculated by
the mean ’the second peak is higher’ response rates
in steps 7-11 minus that of steps 1-5. Participants
with more categorical responses will have a higher
score, and those with less categorical responses will
have a lower score. A shift score was calculated by
summing the distance between the TB/BT condition
and the baseline conditions. In other words, we take
the absolute value of average responses from the
TB minus BB, TB minus TT, TT minus BT, and
BB minus BT. We then divide the summed value
by two, as there are two baseline conditions. This
allows us to scale the shift score from 0 to 1, such
that it is comparable to the categoricity score. A
high score would suggest that participants integrate
spectral cues more, resulting in more shift from
the baseline. A low score would suggest that the
participant attends to F0 more, thus shifting less
from the baseline.

2.2. Musicality test

We use a continuous musicality score as a proxy
for listeners’ musical competence, which can
capture both the musical proficiency achieved
from musical training and from innate musical
disposition. Listeners completed the Montreal
Battery of Musical Abilities (MBEMA) [18] after
the pitch classification task, also administered on
Qualtrics in one setting. The task includes a
melody, rhythm and memory task. The melody and
rhythm task asks listeners to distinguish whether
two melodic phrases, that may differ slightly in
the melody or the rhythm, were the same or
different, The memory task asks participants to
identify whether a melodic phrase was novel or
repeated from the former two tasks. Each task
includes 20 questions, resulting in 60 questions
total. The percentage of participants’ overall correct
responses is used as a measure of participants’
musical competence.

3. RESULTS

The proportion of “the second peak is higher”
responses faceted by experiment condition is shown
in figure 1. Across all three conditions, listeners
integrate spectral cues in the same direction. When
listeners hear tenser-breathier stimuli for example,

listeners are biased towards thinking that the second
pitch peak is higher in pitch, even in cases when the
F0 is not necessarily higher. The opposite direction
holds for the breathier-tenser condition. Among
the baseline conditions, the tenser-tenser condition
biases participants towards a higher second pitch
peak compared to the breathier-breathier condition.
Across the three experiments, participants had a
mean musicality score of 50.66 (SD = 7.86), and
their mean melody, rhythm, and memory scores
were 17.03 (SD = 2.42), 16.57 (SD = 3.30) and
17.06 (SD = 3.28) respectively.

Figure 1: Percent the second contour is higher
response rates

We fitted a mixed effect logistic regression model
to evaluate the effect of spectral condition (4-
factor levels), experiment condition (3-factor levels,
reference: English), and pitch step (11 numeric
steps) on participants’ responses. The reference
levels of the spectral condition were rotated to
achieve pairwise level comparison. By participant
random intercepts were included. Results showed
a significant main effect of F0 (β = -0.609, SE
= 0.007, z = −93.024, p < 0.0001), and that
responses from the Cantonese condition differed
significantly from the English condition (β = 0.229,
SE = 0.074, z = 3.114, p = 0.002), but the
Violin condition did not differ significantly from
the English condition (β = 0.003, SE = 0.086, z =
0.039, p = 0.969). The main effect of spectral
slope differed significantly from each other across
all pairs, reaching p<0.0001 even after applying
Bonferroni correction for multiple testing,

To understand the effect of musicality on listener
responses, figure 2 shows participant responses
after they were grouped into musicality quartiles
within their respective experiment. Participants
with the highest musicality scores are in the group
4 facet, who tends to have the most categorical
responses with less differences between spectral
conditions compared to other groups. By contrast,
listeners in group 1, who have the lowest musicality
scores in their experiment condition, show the
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Figure 2: Responses faceted by musicality quantiles within each experiment

least categorical responses with more shift between
spectral slope conditions. The difference between
groups appears to be least robust in the Cantonese
condition, where participants even in group one,
appear to have relatively categorical responses.

We model participants’ categoricity scores and
shift scores by their musicality scores. We
ran two linear regressions with the same model
specifications, predicting either categoricity or shift.
Main effects of musicality (numeric) and experiment
condition (3-factor levels, reference: English) were
included, as well as their interaction term.

Results for the categoricity model observed a
significant main effect of musicality (β = 1.32,
SD = 0.27, t = 4.84, p < 0.0001), suggesting
that listeners with higher musicality have more
categorical responses. No other terms were
significant. Results for the shift model found no
significant main effect of musicality, unlike results
in [6, 4]. However, there is a significant interaction
effect of musicality and the Cantonese experiment
condition (β = -0.81, SD = 0.41, t = -1.98, p =
0.049). The results suggest that there is a stronger
negative correlation between shift and musicality for
Cantonese, which was significantly differing from
English responses. Figure 3 illustrates the effect of
musicality on categoricity and shift.

4. DISCUSSIONS

In this study, we aim to understand (1) whether
linguistic level affects listener’s pitch perception
strategies, (2) whether speech vs non-speech mode
results in different pitch processing strategies, and
(3) whether the effect of musicality is consistent
across conditions.

We test our first question by using stimuli
modeled after Cantonese tones and comparing

Figure 3: The relationship between musicality
and categoricity and shift scores

responses from English and Cantonese speakers.
Our results show that listeners of both languages
attend to spectral cues in similar directions during
pitch perception. Listeners are biased towards
thinking tenser sounding stimuli is higher in pitch
and vice versa. However, our results show that
when the stimuli are modeled after Cantonese
prosody, responses from Cantonese speakers do
differ from that of English speakers. Moreover, the
effect of musicality on shift is more apparent for
Cantonese speakers than English speakers, though
categoricity patterns similarly. These results suggest
that linguistic levels may play a minor role in
affecting pitch perception, though cue integration is
overall consistent in speech processing by speakers
of different languages. We also show that listeners
of the violin condition exhibit similar responses
compared to the speech responses. This contrasts
with results consisting of sawtooth sounds in [6],
suggesting that listeners integrate spectral cues
in pitch perception similarly in natural sounding
stimuli, and not only in speech. Overall results
suggest that cue integration in pitch perception spans
multiple general and linguistic domains.
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